Press Release
Art Hotel & Adore Santorini: Two new members for Aqua Vista Hotels
Aqua Vista Hotels is especially pleased to announce the incorporation of two brand new
projects on the spectacular island of Santorini. The recent additions of Art Hotel & Adore
Santorini to the groups’s portfolio further secure its presence in a world class destination,
thus offerings its clients even more choices for unique vacations in Greece.
Art Hotel is a gem of Santorini where art is celebrated throughout. An adult only venue,
guests can experience pure luxury and comfort as the elegant buildings stretch round the
refreshing central swimming pool. A private environment where visitors can mingle and get
to know one another in the most wonderful atmosphere while on vacations, socializing is
part of the decor and those who are interested in meeting new and fascinating people are
going to love Art Hotel. Each room makes its own statement with stylish decor that lends
itself to creating a comfortable space for relaxing. The hotel also boasts its own Art Gallery
with exhibitions throughout the year by contemporary Greek artists.
www.arthotelsantorini.com
Adore is a hideaway boutique hotel with three suites, located on the edge of the Caldera
cliff, with a spectacular view of Oia Village and the enchanting sunset all year round. The
hotel is situated in Imerovigli, standing at the highest point of the Caldera ridge, 450 meters above sea level. This alone makes the view intoxicating and unsurpassed. The three
suites and the entire hotel are naturally oriented to the West – without being deprived of
the east-side view. This romantic unit offers all the conveniences and amenities you would
expect of high-level boutique hotels, such as room service, private candlelight dinners on
the patio at sunset, private outdoor massages on your own veranda overlooking the imposing sunset and quality tailor made services. Fall in love with Santorini, in an impressive
setting that you will adore!
www.adoresantorini.com

More about Aqua Vista Hotels
Aqua Vista Hotels was founded in 2005 and today manages a portfolio of more than 30
hotels in Greece on the islands of Santorini, Mykonos, Paros, Naxos, Lesvos and
Skiathos.
Managed by executives who have a great deal of experience in the hotel and tourism industry, all of whom possess a passion for the hospitality sector, Aqua Vista Hotels is involved in the creation and curation of hotels with a unique identity. Handling everything
from architectural aspects to the interior design, the group is also responsible for the overall concept of the experience offered, as well as managing the bookings and the day to
day functioning of all departments.

A hotel with a healthy and profitable operation, first class amenities and facilities and the
creation of an unforgettable guest experience are all factors which define the objectives of
Aqua Vista Hotels when embarking on any venture or collaboration.

